
Tractor AeroKitTM

THE  STANDARD IN TRACTOR EFFICIENCY



The FlowBelow Tractor AeroKit is a complete 
aerodynamic system that addresses the drag-

intensive turbulence created by the exposed 

rotating wheels of the tractor.

up to

2.23%
fuel savings*

* Fuel saving claims based on third party SAE J1321 fuel  
   economy testing using EPA SmartWay guidelines

What is the FlowBelow Tractor AeroKitTM ?

OPTIMIZED AERODYNAMICS 
Improve the fuel efficiency and profitability of your fleet

SMART, DURABLE DESIGN 
Instant access to all areas of your wheels when you need it

OEM APPROVED 
Factory installed with OEM fuel efficiency packages

Why Spec the Tractor AeroKitTM ?

CENTER FAIRINGS

WHEEL COVERS

REAR FAIRINGS



Optimized Aerodynamics

The Tractor AeroKitTM was designed using advanced computational fluid dynamics to 

optimize turbulent airflow around the tractor tandem. Our team of engineers has designed 

an innovative and durable solution proven to save fleets thousands of dollars every year 

based on third party SAE J1321 fuel economy testing using EPA SmartWay guidelines and 

is currently installed on thousands of fleets.

SAE J1321 TESTED
WIND TUNNEL TESTED
CFD TESTED
REAL WORLD FLEET TESTED

Smoother Airflow with FlowBelow Tractor AeroKitTM 

Effective. Tested. Proven. 



Cutting-Edge Design Meets Simplicity
The result of designing a product alongside mechanics and drivers is a product that works for 

mechanics and drivers.  The Tractor AeroKitTM is installed directly to the 5th wheel rail and the frame 

rail of the truck in as little as one hour.  Once installed, it’s business as usual.

HEAVY DUTY SPRING-LOADED MUDFLAP HANGERS INCLUDED 

ROBUST DESIGN THAT EXCEEDS OEM STANDARDS

EASILY REMOVED & RE-INSTALLED FOR MULTIPLE TRADE CYCLES

OPTIONS FOR WIDE BASE, DUALS, LIFT AXLES & TAG AXLES

COMPATIBLE WITH TIRE CHAINS, ICE, SNOW & EXTREME WEATHER

Check out our photo gallery and see how great your truck will look with the 
Tractor AeroKit. With many color options, the choice is yours.

http://www.FlowBelow.com/gallery

OPTIONAL ‘QUICK-RELEASE’ FAIRING

Need complete access for max chains?  We have you 

covered.  Ask for our removable ‘quick-release’ center 

fairing option.



‘Quick-Release’ Wheel Covers
Drivers and mechanics require immediate access to the wheels for inspection and maintenance.  

In 2012, FlowBelow designed and patented the first and only aerodynamic wheel cover that fits 

securely to the wheel hub, does not damage the wheel, and allows the cover to be removed and 

reattached in seconds with a simple push and turn motion.  With over 150,000 sets of wheel covers 

on the road, they are proven, effective, and durable.

MOUNT IT AND FORGET IT
The wheel cover latch attaches easily to wide 

base and duals and is durable in all weather, 
including snow. Once installed, no additional 

maintenance is required.

INSTANT AND TOOL-FREE ACCESS TO THE WHEEL END 

PERFORMANCE IN THE MOST EXTREME CONDITIONS 

AVAILABLE WITH LOCKING OPTION

WHEEL IS REMOVABLE EVEN WITH LATCH INSTALLED

COMPATIBLE WITH TIRE INFLATION SYSTEMS

Check out our video gallery and see how quickly our wheel covers attach and 
detach, but don’t blink or your could miss it. 

http://www.FlowBelow.com/install



Image is Everything

With our custom fairing colors and wheel covers 

you can bring out the best in your brand while 

increasing your drivers’ pride in their equipment.

POLISHED CHROME WHEEL COVERS

FULLY CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE

REDUCE CARBON FOOTPRINT

SUPPORT GREEN INITIATIVES

What Our Customers Say

“We incorporated FlowBelow products about 2 years ago, and they have definitely helped us with 
our fuel economy and positively affected our bottom line. Our customers are looking for us to be a 
green fleet and to reduce our carbon footprint, so fuel economy is a big piece of the puzzle for us. 
The product has held up for us very well, and the support the team at FlowBelow provides allows 
us to have a great partnership.”

Jeff Harris - Vice President of Maintenance, USA Truck

“We’ve been using the FlowBelow Tractor AeroKit on over 800 trucks for over two years and have had 
an overall excellent experience.  The system has helped to increase our fleet average fuel economy by 
approximately 2% and we consider it to be part of our standard tractor spec on both Freightliner and 
International trucks.  On the maintenance side, our mechanics are very pleased with the wheel cover 
design which provides instant access to the wheel end.”

Brad Pinchuk - President, Hirschbach Motor Lines

“We performed several fuel and durability tests with the FlowBelow Tractor AeroKit package.  As a 
policy, MVT always verifies third party testing with internal testing.  The results of the internal testing 
were positive and in alignment with FlowBelow’s fuel savings claims.  Finally, after fuel validation 
we confirmed durability and driver acceptance with a group of trucks for over a year.  In the end, we 
placed an order with FlowBelow for 1,200 Tractor AeroKits and are currently installed on 80% of our 
fleet.  There is no better wheel cover or complete system on the market that can help improve the 
aerodynamics around the wheels of the tractor.”

Royal Jones - CEO, Mesilla Valley Transport

Whether it’s long haul or regional runs, 

customers will be proud to support companies 

with sustainable practices.
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Now Available Through All Major Truck OEMs
The FlowBelow Tractor AeroKitTM is available with factory or PDI installation through all Freightliner, 

Kenworth, Peterbilt, International, Volvo, and Mack dealers.  Contact your dealer to spec the Tractor 

AeroKit and increase the profitability of your fleet.

FREIGHTLINER PETERBILTKENWORTH

VOLVO MACK

Wheel Covers Standard on Cascadias 
Wheel Covers (Black) 50U-019 
Wheel Covers (Gray)  50U-020
Wheel Covers (White) 50U-025
AeroX Fairings (Gray)  78H-002

Full FlowBelow AeroKit 446001
Wheel Covers Only  446002
Wheel Covers (Black) 7DEB1X
Wheel Covers (White) 7DEC1X
Wheel Covers (Chrome) 7DED1X
AeroKit Fairings (Black) 7FEB1X
AeroKit Fairings (White) 7FEC1X

Wheel Covers (Black Rear hub)  MCI0003
Wheel Covers (White Rear hub)  MCI0004
Wheel Covers (Chrome Rear hub) MCI0005
Wheel Covers (Black Auxiliary hub) MCJ0003
Wheel Covers (White Auxiliry hub) MCJ0004
Wheel Covers (Chrome Auxiliary hub) MCJ0005
AeroKit Fairings (Black)  MCK0001
AeroKit Fairings (White)  MCK0002

Wheel Covers Standard on RHs and LTs
MPG Fuel Packages:  10DAT or 10DAU
Wheel Covers (Black) 29CAG
Wheel Covers (Gray)  29CAH
AeroKit Fairings (Black) 16XSK
AeroKit Fairings (Gray) 16XSM

Wheel Covers (Black)  5400150
Wheel Covers (White)  5400140
Wheel Covers (Chrome)  5400160
AeroKit Fairings (Black)  6132950
AeroKit Fairings (White)  6132960

Wheel Covers (Black) 5850080
Wheel Covers (Chrome) 5850081
AeroKit Fairings (Black) 6792012
AeroKit Fairings (White) 6792014

INTERNATIONAL


